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Study design: Case report.
Objective: To present an unusual traumatic neurologic pathology caused by gunshot injury.
Setting: Spine unit of Department of Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery, University Medical
School, Charité – Campus Benjamin Franklin, Berlin, Germany.
Method and result: A 35-year-old male sustained a gunshot injury from a machine gun. The
projectile caused a fracture of the left pedicle of Th10. The spinal cord was indirectly damaged
by cavitation that caused a Brown-Séquard syndrome (BSS). After a microscopically assisted
posterior revision at T9/10 with removal of bullet and bone fragments from the spinal canal and
debridement of the bullet cavity via extended fenestrectomy the patient gained his motor
function back. The sensory deficit remained unchanged.
Conclusion: BSS can be caused by bullet-related injury of the spinal canal with no direct
damage of neural structures. The initial treatment is always based on the total injury pattern.
Possible spinal cord injuries are only clarified after restitution of vital functions. Decompression
of neural structures in shotgun injury is indicated in incomplete paraplegia, injury of intra-
abdominal hollow organs or high velocity bullet wounds. Through debridement and
decompression of neural structures and chronic damage caused by foreign body granulomas
can be prevented. Secondary destabilization of the spine should be avoided.
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Introduction

Brown-Séquard syndrome (BSS) is a rare form of
incomplete paraplegia first described in 1849 by
Charles-Edouard Brown-Séquard.1 It is characterized
by hemilateral spinal cord injury with ipsilateral motoric
paresis and disturbed contralateral pain and tempera-
ture sensation.
BSS is associated with a number of triggering causes

like acceleration and deceleration trauma,2,3 cervical
disc prolapse1,4,5 or spinal and epidural hematoma.6–8

BSS has the best prognosis of all incomplete paraplegia
syndromes with regard to the neurological outcome.9

Seventy percent of all BSS patients regained indepen-
dency in their daily routine and in 80–90% bladder and
bowel function normalized completely.10

We report about a patient with BSS caused by a
thoracic gunshot wound with the projectile penetrating
the spinal canal without a direct injury of the spinal
cord.

Case history

A 35-year-old man sustained a thoracic gunshot injury
from a machine gun. On arrival at the emergency room,
the patient was intubated and the patient was hemody-
namically unstable. The external sign of injury was a
leftsided submamillar bullet entry wound (Figure 1). No
exit wound was seen. Standardized initial treatment
in the shock room was performed according to
the ATLSs-protocol (advanced trauma life support).
Damage control included emergency thoracotomy with
pericardial fenestration, diaphragmatic suture, direct
vascular suture to close the aortic injury as well as video-
assisted thoracoscopy. Emergency laparotomy was also
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necessary with oversewing of the cardia and debride-
ment of the bullet canal. Following the initial stabiliza-
tion of the patient, further diagnostics were performed
in conjunction with the ‘secondary survey’. The spinal
X-rays (Figure 2) as well computed tomography (CT) of
the thoracic spine (Figure 3) revealed a projectile-related
fracture of the left pedicle of T10 with displacement of
bone and bullet fragments into the spinal canal. After
extubation of the patient, the neurological examination
disclosed BSS with asymmetrical paraparesis and
dissociated sensory deficits below the T10 level. There
was a unilateral ipsilateral motor deficit of 0/5 BMC
(British Medical Research Council).
After initial stabilizing of the patient a microscopi-

cally assisted posterior revision at T9/10 level has been

performed. Bone and bullet fragments were removed
from the spinal canal via wide fenestrectomy and partial
resection of the destroyed left pedicle T10 as well as
debridement of the spinal canal (Figure 4). The
intraoperative investigation of the spinal cord did not
indicate a dura lesion caused by fragments of the bullet
or by fragments of the pedicle.
The motor deficit improved in the postoperative

course. Five weeks after surgery, the strength of the
affected segment-indicating muscles was measured at 3/5
BMC and the patient was thus mobilized with the aid
of a walker. At the time of discharge, the patient had
regained good control of bowel function but contral-
ateral sensory deficits and disturbed bladder function
remained.
Two follow-up examinations 5 and 12 months after

surgery were carried out in our outpatient department.
Five months after surgery, the motor deficit was 4/5

BMC but bladder function and sensory deficit remained
unchanged.
One year after the accident, the motor deficit had

regressed and bladder function returned to normal.
The patient was able to walk without assistance. The
contralateral sensory deficit remained.

Figure 1 Thoracic bullet wound with submamillary bullet
entry wound. The image shows the patient at the time of
admission to the shock room

Figure 2 Postoperative chest X-ray after emergency thor-
acotomy with the retained bullet and bullet fragments

Figure 3 Preoperative computed tomography with intrasp-
inal bullet fragments and destroyed left T10 pedicle

Figure 4 Postoperative X-rays. The a.p. view shows ex-
panded fenestrectomy at the Th9/Th10 level and the retained
bullet fragments outside the spinal canal
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Discussion

In the United States, gunshot wounds are the second
most frequent cause of spinal cord injuries. In Central
Europe on the other hand, gunshot wounds are a rare
injury pattern.11 The thoracic spine is most frequently
affected followed by injuries of the cervical spine and the
thoracolumbar region, which may develop into com-
plete or incomplete paraplegia independent of the injury
mechanism. In contrast to patients with complete
paraplegia, those with incomplete paraplegia have the
best chances of recovery with respect to a possible
neurological regeneration. Spinal gunshot wounds are
usually stable spinal injuries. Fractures of the pedicles or
facets due to transversal penetration of the projectile are
responsible for acute or chronic instabilities of the spine.
There is usually no relevant instability in unilateral
pedicle or facet injuries.12

Gunshot injuries lead to tissue damage via three
mechanisms: (I) direct tissue damage; (II) shock wave;
(III) cavitation.13–16

In contrast to stab wounds, gunshot wounds can
result in neurological deficits even if the projectile does
not directly injure the spinal cord. When the bullet
penetrates the tissue, enough energy is released by
accompanying physical phenomena to cause indirect
injuries to the spinal cord.17

Gunshot injuries from low velocity bullets result
in direct tissue damage. High velocity bullets
(V41000 feet/s) produce furthermore addition a tem-
porary bullet cavity that can be up to 30 times larger
than the bullet itself.13,15,18 This effect can lead to the
destruction of surrounding tissue requiring debride-
ment. Treatment guidelines for combat-related high
velocity bullet wounds require exploration with debride-
ment and decompression of the affected spinal seg-
ment.19 In contrast, civilian gunshot wounds caused by
low-velocity bullets require debridement and decom-
pression only for injuries to vessels or intra-abdominal
hollow organs.19 This type of gunshot injury is usually
not accompanied by secondary damage due to cavita-
tion or initiation of a shock wave.
Results of prospective studies have shown that

removal of the projectile and debridement of the lumbar
spine lead to a significant improvement of motor deficits
in incomplete paraplegia.20 Neurological regeneration
of incomplete paraplegia lesions in segments T12–L4
improved significantly only after removal of the
projectile. In complete paraplegia, there is no significant
difference in the neurological outcome between remov-
ing or leaving the projectile or decompressing the spinal
canal.21 Projectiles or their fragments that are not
removed are encapsulated by low vascularized fibrous
tissue and can, depending on the site, cause secondary
chronic back pain due to compression of neural
structures. Tindel et al22 demonstrated in experimental
animal studies that specific metals in projectiles can
cause varying degrees of neural damage independent
of the initial mechanical injury. In our case, the spinal
injury was at the level of T10 and outside the zone

(T12–L5) in which a significant improvement of
neurological regeneration can be expected after spinal
decompression. In the present case, an intra-abdominal
hollow organ was perforated after penetration of the
projectile. Owing to the velocity of the bullet, the spinal
cord was indirectly injured by the shock wave and
cavitation. In addition, during the destruction caused by
impact, bullet and bone fragments were displaced into
the spinal canal when the projectile hit the T10 pedicle.
To prevent scarification and formation of granuloma we
therefore carried out decompression of the spinal canal
with debridement via wide fenestrectomy with removal
of bone and bullet fragments. Instrumentation of the
affected vertebral segment was unnecessary, since this
was a unilateral injury of the lamina and pedicle.
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